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Abstract 

Vapor-dominated ("dry-steam") geothermal systems are uncommon and poorly 
understood compared with hot-water systems. Critical physical data on both types were 
obtained from U. S. Geological Survey research in Yellowstone Park. Vapor-dominated 
systems require relatively potent heat supplies and low initial permeability. After an 
early hot-water stage, a system becomes vapor dominated when net discharge starts to 
exceed recharge. Steam then boils from a declining water table; some steam escapes 
to the atmosphere, but most condenses below the surface, where its heat of vaporization 
can be conducted upward. The main vapor-dominated reserYoir actually is a two-phase 
heat-transfer system. Vapor boiled from the deep (brine?) water table flows upward; 
most liquid condensate flows down to the water table, but some may be swept out with 
steam in channels of principal upflow. Liquid water favors small pores and channels 
because of its high surface tension relative to that of steam. Steam is largely excluded 
from smaller spaces but greatly dominates the larger channels and discharge from 
wells. 'With time, permeability of water-recharge channels, initially low, becomes still 
lower because of deposition of carbonates and CaSO l' which decrease in solubility with \ \ \ ;:/ \ t .. ~v·A 
temperature. The "lid" on the system consists in part of argillizec1 rocks and CO2-satu-
rated condensate. 

Our model of vapor-dominated systems and the thermodynamic properties of steam 
provide the keys for understanding why the major reservoirs of The Geysers, California, 
and Larderello, Italy, have rather uniform resen'oir temperatures near 240 0 C and 
pressures near 34 kg/cm2 (absolute; gases other than H 20 increase the pressures). 
Local supply of pore liquid and great stored heat of solid phases account for the 
physical characteristics and the high productivity of steam wells. 

\Ve suggest that vapor-dominated systems provide a good mechanism for separating 
yolatile mercury from all other metals of lower volatility. Mercury is likely to be 
enriched in the vapor of these systems; the zone of condensation that surrounds the 
uniform reservoir is attractive for precipitating HgS. 

A more speculative suggestion is that porphyry copper deposits form below the deep 
water tables hypothesized for the vapor-dominated systems. Some enigmatic charac
teristics of these copper deposits are consistent with such a relationship, and warrant 
consideration and testing. 

Introduction .~ 

ALTHOCGII hot springs throughout the world have 
been studied for centuries, direct knowledge of their 
subsurface relationships was lacking until commercial 
and research drilling was initiated in the 20th Cen
tury. 'With a few notable exceptions (Allen and 
Day, 1927; Fenner, 1936) little significant scientific 
data were available prior to 1950. 

Efforts to produce electricity fr0111 natural steam 
were first successful in the Larderello region of Italy, 
starting about 1904. Drilling from 1920 to 1925 
showed that large quantities of natural steam could 
also be obtained at The Geysers in California, but 
economic development was not feasible until 1955. 
At both The Geysers and Lanlerello, wel1s deeper 

1 Publication authorized by the Director, U. S. Geological 
Survey. 

than a hundred meters or so 2 and near centers of 
surface activity were found to yield slightly super
heated steam (Burgassi, 1964). Some \Yells on the 
borders of the active systems' produced hot water 

7S 

2 The metric system is used throughout this paper. Some 
readers may find useful the following conversion factors: 

Length: 1 ~ = 3.281 ft; 1 km = 3,281 ft = 0.6214 
ml. 

Temperature: (OCx9/ 5)+32=oF. 
Pressure: 1 kg/cm' = 0.9678 atm = 0.9807 bars = 

14.22 psi. All pressures absolute, with 0.78 
kg/ cm' added to gage pressure ior Yellow
stone Park, and 1.03 kg/em' added to gage 
pressure at sea level and geothermal areas 
at low altitudes. 

Heat: 1 cal = 3.9685 X· 10-8 BTU; 1 cal/gm = 
UO BTU/ lb. 

• A geothermal system includes a source of heat within 
the earth's crust (regional heat flow or local igneous intru
sion) and the rocks and water affected by that heat. When 
geothermal systems involve circulatiJlg waters, they are also 

\ 
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and steam in noncommercial quantities and pressures 
(Allen and Day, 1927. p, 82) ; the characteristics of 
such wells have not yet been adequately described. 

From 1946 to 1970 approximately 100 geothermal 
systems throughout the world were explored at depth 
by drilling. Initially, the objective of this search was 
to discoyer areas yielding dry steam, as at Larderello 
and The Geysers. This efiort, however, soon re
vealed that most hot-spring systems yield fluids that 
are dominated by hot water rather than by steam. 

New Zealand first demonstrated that a source of 
dry steam was not essential for the generation of 
geothermal power. At \Vairakei, subsurface hot 
water at temperatures up to 260 0 C is erupted 
through wells to the surface; some of the water 
flashes to steam as temperature and pressure decrease 
to the operating pressure, commonly from 3 to 6 
kg/cm2• This steam, generally 10 to 20 percent of 
the total mass flow, is separated from the residual 
\\'ater and directed through turbines to generate elec
tricity. The high energy potential of subsurface 
water has also been demonstrated in Mexico, Iceland, 
Japan, USSR, El Salvador, the Philippines, and the 
United States. 

A few systems, other than rU,q~U,o and IJ,J$~ 
~e.l'~ yield Yapor with litt e or no associated 
liquid water. These include the ~1@~ and ~
cas5 fields near )'Ionte Amiata southeast of 
'G'rderelo (Burgassi, 1964; Cataldi, 1967), and 
probably the ~~~p:~j;1.9.r"ltllt;~~", 
Japan, (Saito, 1964; Hayakawa, 1969; Baba, 1968), 

the ~lica f~,~~ilU,~1:~~~il. 
(WhIte, 1968b), an the )'lud VO~$4".",il,Le;uf 
Ye~~~~,~~-:, c=~d: 111 tills report. 
~\'arer systems 1aye attracted nearly all of the 
research drillirig in natural hydrothermal areas. The 
first two research holes in the world were drilled by 
the Geophysical Laboratory of the Carnegie Institu
tion of \Vashington in the hot water systems of 
Yellowstone Park in 1929-30 (Fenner, 1936), and 
seYen of the eight research holes drilled at Steamboat 
Springs, Nevada, in 1950-51 (White, 1968b) were 
in a hot-water system. The eighth was in the small 
vapor-dominated Silica Pit system, subsidiary to the 
larger water-dominated area. 

Although research drilling by the U. S. 'Geological 
Suryey in Yellowstone National Park during 1967 
and 1968 was aimed mainly at a better understanding 
of the hot-water systems of the major geyser basins, 
a specific effort was made to find and drill a Yapor-

called hydrothermal systems. The hot part of each hydro
thermal system is commonly emphasized, but in its broader 
meaning the marginal parts im'olve convective downftow of 
cold water, and are also included. A hot spring area is the 
surface expression of a geothermal system and contains hot 
springs, fumaroles, and other obvious hydrothermal phe-
nomena. ~ 

dominated system. The l-Iud Volcano area was 
found to be such a system and is described here. 

In spite of long and extensive commercial develop
ment at Larderello and The Geysers, the origin and 
nature of the systems that yield dry or superheated 
steam, and why they differ from the abundant hot
water systems, are not nearly so well understood. 
Facca and Tonani (1964), for example, seem to 
deny that Lanlerello and The Geysers differ signifi
cantly from \Vairakei, New Zealand, and the other 
wate'r-dominated areas. ?larinelli (1969) states that 
Larderello is a hot-water area. James (1968) and 
in less detail Elder (1965) and Craig (1966) have 
instead proposed that the resen-oirs are filled with 
steam maintained by boiling from a deep water table. 

We submit, in agreement with James (1968), that 
fundamental differences do exist between two main 
types of natural hydrothermal. systems; each type is 
recognizable by geologic, physical, and geochemical 
criteria. However, in contrast with James (1968) 
and others, we consider that steam and water must 
coexist in the reservoirs of these systems that yield 
dry steam at the surface. 
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Summary of Characteristics of Hot-water 
Systems 

Hot-water systems are usually found in permeable 
sedimentary or volcanic rocks and in competent rocks 
such as granite that can maintain open channels along 
faults or fractures. Total discharge from typical 
systems ranges from several hundred to severa! 
thousand liters per minute (lpm), with individuai 
springs commonly discharging a few lpm to several 
hundreds of lpm. \Vhere near-surface rocks are 
permeable and the surrounding water table is rela
tively low, much or all of the circulating hot water) 
escapes below the ground surface, and little or none 
is discharged from local surface springs. For exam
ple, nearly 95 percent of the water at Steamboat 
Springs, Nevada, escapes in such a way (\Vhite <; 

1968b). On the other hand, where spring outlet: 
are at or below the level of the surrounding water 
table, all hot water of the system is likely to be dis, 
charged in local visible springs. 

The spring systems that discharge at low to mod
erate temperatures are commonly similar chemically 
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to nearby ground waters, but the near-boiling hot 
~~ a to hiah dj~~~A~~':it' 
ways characterized y relatively high contents of 
alkali chlor' .~~~Wble 1, anals. 4, 
,ana ; White and others, 19bJ~ Tables 17 and 

~uil,J,gs associated with some hot-water systems is 
tl1'ifs~·consistent with near-surface attainment of acid
ity from oxidati\?,V_ of rn~~_,J;kl.tll,n; tbilJJ by vapor 
~~~rom initially acid sources. . 

The temperatures of many explored hot-water 
systems increase with depth to a "base" temperature 
(Bod\"arsson, 1964a, 1970) that differs with each 
system that has been drilled deep enough. Tempera
tures at \ \' airakei, New Zealand, rise to a maximum 
of 260 0 C near 450 m of depth but increase little if 
any more at further explored depths (Banwell and 
others, 1957, p. 52-56), and at Steamboat Springs, 
N" eyada, the temperatures in six drill holes were near 
170 0 C at depths close to 100 m, but deeper drilling 
found no higher temperatures e\"Cn though major 
channels were intersected below 150 m (\Vhite, 
1968b). In such an area, meteoric water (Craig, 
1963; White, 1968b) e\'idently penetrates to consid
erable depths along permeable channels of a huge 
connction system; the water is heated to its base 
temperature by rock conduction, perhaps augmented 
slightly by magmatic steam. It then rises in the 
core of the spring system, losing only a little heat 
because of its relati\"e1y high rate of upflow through 
wall rocks of low thermal conductivity. As the hot 
water rises the hydrostatic pressure decreases, and 
eventually a le\"el is attained where pressure is low 
enough for boiling to begin. 

18). In confusing contrast, some gassy springs of 
low discharge may differ greatly from these chloride
rich waters in physical and chemical characteristics. 
Surrounding ground is commonly bleached and 
hydrothermally altered to a porous siliceous residue 
that may be mistaken for hot-spring sinter. The 
bleached ground may contain native sulfur, white, 
yellow, and orange sulfate minerals, and clay miner
als, especially kaolinite; vegetation is generally sparse 
or absent. Chemical analyses of such springs (table 
1, anal. 9; \Vhite and others, 1963, table 20) con
trast strikingly with those of higher discharge; chlo
ride is generally less than 20 ppm, sulfate is the 
dominant anion, pH is usually between 2.5 and 5, 
and Fe, AI, Ca, and Mg are abundant relative to 
N"a and K. 

\ Vhere these two contrasting types of springs co
exist in the same general area, topographic relation
ships and results of shallow drilling and angering 
indicate that the nearl n~utral to alkaline.l9L~ 

~~~~~~~~·~'~~·~~~1_~~ 
m~~~~~~~leinterse~~2!:!lld ~ijie. 
~_.~~~eiir ... t~ aCId s rln:,:s ma '.lJlt 
rom 0 • ome steam con-

denses in cooler ground and in pools of rain water, 
perched ground, imd previously condensed steam. 

H 2 S that evolves with the steam reacts .near the 
surface' with atmospheric oxygen ·to form sulfuric 
acid, thus accounting for the high sulfate cont~ts and 
the' low pH's characteristiC of these waters. Bac
terial oxidation of intermediate forms of sulfur may 
be imolved (Schoen and Ehrlich, 1968). The acid 
dissolves available cations from the surrounding 
rocks, ,,,hich are adequate sources for the reported 
constituents (White and others, 1963, table 20). 

The geochemistry of chloride is critical in under
standing the differences between the coexisting 
neutral-chloride and acid-sulfate waters, as well as 
the differences between vapor-dominated systems and 
hot-water systems. Most metal chlorides are highly 
soluble in liquid water, and the low content of Cl in 
most rocks can be selectively dissolved in water at 
high temperatures (Ellis and :Mahon, 1964, 1967). 
The common metal chlorides, however, have negligi
ble volatility and solubility in low-pressure steam 
(Sourirajan and Kennedy, 1962; Krauskopf, 1964). 
The only chlorides with sufficient volatility to account 
for significant transfer of Cl in steam at low tem
peratures and pressures are HCl and NH4Cl, both of 
which are minor constituents of most hot-spring sys
tems. 1!;e very low CI contenLof the ~~::g~g.aci:b 

Of about one hundred hot-water systems through
out the world that have now been explored by drill
ing, fewer than 30 are known to exceed 200 0 C in 
temperature and only about 10 demonstrably exceed 
250 0 C. The liquid of the two resen-oirs knoml to 
exceed 300 0 C is brine rather than relatively dilute 
water. The Salton Sea system has about 250,000 ~ 0... S IIj\. '1., . 
ppm of dissoh'ed salts and a maximum temperature 
of about 360 0 C (Helgeson, 1968). The Cerro 
Prieto svstem, about 90 km to the south in Baja 
California, ?lIexico, has a salinity of about 17,000 ~ ,.'l Wt ~?~ 
ppm and temperatures as high as 388° C (Mercado, 
1969) . 

Hot-water systems ha\"e a high potential for self
sealing (Boch'arsson, 1964b; Facca and Tonani, 
1967) by means of deposition of minerals in outlet 
channels. Si02 is the most important constituent for 
the self-sealing of high-temperature systems because 
quartz is so abundant and its solubility increases so 
much with temperature (Fournier and Rowe, 1966). 
Quartz dissol\'es rather rapidly at high temperatures; 
when quartz-saturated waters are cooled, quartz pre
cipitates rather readily down to about 180° C but 
with increasing sluggishness at lower temperatures. 

Jl1~~j£"",,;~~~ of 111<l11,xdrWIl ~~ing, 
~~~e~~~~?JJl~ty of a;i~;;;~y 
~~~~ .. ~. • • O. 111 2' Near 
the surface where temperatures are near or below 
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Table 1.--Chem1cal analyses of waters aa.oc1ated \lith vapor-dominated and hot-vater geothertnal svstems 

11 21 31 '1'1 51 
Name The Geysers The Geysers CS-7 Spring 8 Hud Volcano 

Location Calif. Calif. Steamboat, Nev. Steamboat. Nev. Yellowstone. Wyo. 

Water. type HC03-S0. Acid-sulfate HC03-S01t CI-HC03 Acid-sulfate 

System type Vapor-dome Vapor-dome Vapor-dom. Hot water Vapor-dom. 

S10, 66 225 14 293 540 

Al 14 0.5 146 

f. 63 0.05 17 

!in 1.4 0,.05 

As 2.7 

Ca 58 47 6.3 5.0 14 

!ig 108 281 0 0.8 11 

Na 18 12 9.3 653 16 

~ 4.5 71 17 

L1 7.6 

~H .. III 1,400 <1 26 

H 9.5 43 

HCO~ 176 0 21 305 

CO? 

SO. 766 5,710 24 100 3,11.9 

Cl 1.5 0.5 0.5 865 Tr. 

f ... 0 1.8 

Br 0.2 

!\O) Tr. 

15 3.1 1.3 49 

H,S 0 2.4 4.7 

Total reported 1,330 7,770 83 2,360 3,980 

pH . neutral 1.8:!: 6.5 7.9 Strong acid 

Te:.perature ·C 100 . Boiling'? 161 89.2 65 

l'\O:ltches Cauldron, White and others, 1963, ~. F47, modified from Allen and Dav, 1927. 

'l.'Devils Kitchen. White and others, 1963. p. F46. modified from Allen and Day, 1927. 

l'White and others, 1963. p. F47. Condensate in apor-filled hole. I., 
- ••• Do • • • • .p. f40. 

61 
Mud Volcano 

Yellovatone. \"tvo. 

HC03-S0" 

V.nor-dom. 

215 

28.7 

16.4 

74.3 

47.5 

.20 

.18 

298 

65.3 

13.5 

2.0 

.6 

761. 7 

58.5 

1/ Allen and Day. 1935, p. 427; described as "Bilt Sulphur Pool" 0.3 km N of Mud Volcano; location indicates 

Old Sulphur Cauldron of fig. 4, 60 m SSW of Y-ll drill hole. 

!'~pring discharging from .i~ter, E. bank of Yellol.Tstone River 0.5 km SE of Y-ll drill hole: has dcoosited 

sinter in recent past, 1f not now. Analy%ed by Mrs. Roberta Barnes. 

21.E:rupted from V-II drill hole Sept. 22, 1969 after hole had caved to 28 m denth (table 1); collected by R. o. 

Fournier, analysis by Mrs. Roberta Barnea. pH not representative of in-hole environment becaule of C02 loss, 

storage 1n plastic with clays. 

Kote: The word apor should read vapor in footnote 3. 
Reference to Table 1 in footnote 7 should read Table 4. 

/ I\\S0 ~ '9V\1O\7~\!\~? 

71 
Y-ll, Mud-Volcano 

yello ..... stone. WO. 

HC03-S0 .. 

\'anor-dom. 

28 

0.47 

105 

12.6 

.18 

3.2 

258 

74 

9.6 

0.2 

0.1 

491.4 

8.5m 

131.7 

100 0 C, the excess silica in such waters may precipi- exceed 150 0 C, but as maximum temperatures in
tate as chalcedony, opal, and cristobalite (\Vhite anel . crease above this value, the potential for self-sealing 
others, 1956). Self-sealing' by silica minerals is increases greatly. 
likely to be slight in hot-water systems that do not Calcite, zeolites, and some other hydrothermal 

:.'" 
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Table 1.--Chemical analyses of waters associated with vapor-dominated and hot-water geothermal svstems (continued) 

p 
Name Norris Basin 

9/ 
Norris Basin 

qroy 
lIell 4 

11/ 
lIeIT 5 

12/ 
CarhOl! A, 

lJr 
lIell'i1R-l 

79 

Location Yellowstone. Wyo. Yellowstone, Wyo. Walrakel, N.Z. lIairakei, N.Z. Italv "fatsu'kawa. Jaoan 

Water type Cl(HCD) 

System type Hot 'Water 

5i02 529 

Al 

Fe 

Mn 

As 3.1 

Ca 5.8 

Kg 0.2 

Na 439 

K 74 

Li 8.4 

NH .. 0.1 

H 

HCO) 27 

co) 

so .. 38 

Cl 744 

F 4.9 

Br 0.1 

NO) 

B 12 

H2S .0 

Total reported 1,890 

pH 7.5 

Tempera ture ·C 8~. 5 

Acid sulfate 

Hot water 

109 

2.4 

0.8 

2.2 

o 

2.0 

3.0 

30 

14 

758 

15 

6.9 

943 

1. 97 

90 

el 

Hot water 

386 

26 

<0.1 

1,130 

146 

12 

0.9 

35 

O(?) 

35 

1,930' 

6.2 

26 

1.1 

3,750 

8.6 

228:!;. 

HCO) ,504 

Vanor-dam. (1) 

191 

12 

1.7 

230 

17 

1.2 

0.2 

670 

11 

2.7 

3.7 

0.5 

o 

1,140 

6.7 

Hi~h 

!!/ Dr. Morey's Porkchop, 60 m southwest of Pe!,rl Gevser (White and others, 1963, D. ,,40). 

so .. HC03"(Cl) so .. (Heo) 

Hot ""ater Vsnor-darn. (?) 

635 

Tr.rlce 29 

Trace 508 

5.0 8.7 

56.6 264 

32.0 144 

19.0 

89.7 37 

137.4 1,780 

42.6 .12 

13.9 61. 2 

Trace 

396.2 3,478.9 

4.9 

-300 -240 

if Locomotive Spring, 55 m 11511 of Norris Basin drill hole of Fenner (1936);' seeDin~ dischar~e (White and others, 1963, P. "46). 

12'rVPlcal of shallow Wairakei system; 375 m deep with maximum temperature of 245°C (Banwell and others, 1957). Analvsis bv 

lIilson; also contains 11 ppm fr"!" C02 (llilson, 1955; Quoted in IIltite and others, 1963, P. F40). 

!.!! lIestern part of llairakei field (llilson, 1955, quoted in White and others, 1963, P. F4 7) • Similar to some wa ters of vapor-

dominated systetD.S; 467 m deep, maximum 2l7·C at 271 m. 

Ql Deepest \lell of hot-water field on So. border Larderello steam fields (Cataldi and others, 1969). Orl~. anal. '1n T'>nm, sut)nlied 

by R. Cataldi, 1970. 

13/ . 
- Well 945 m deep, produced steam, aome water for 1 year before drvin~; this anal. while still \let: condensate of steam 

50 ppm H2S and 6.2 ppm S (Nakamura and Sumi, 1967; Hayakawa, 1969). 

minerals are also effective in producing self-sealed 
margins of some hot-water systems, but generally less 
so than the silica minerals. Self-sealing is likely to 

be most extensive where temperatures decrease most 
rapidly. These marginal parts are of secondary in
terest for production drilling, and they have not been 
~ 

~ 
<) 
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Table 2.--Analvses of gases associated with vapor-dominated and hot-water geothermal systems, in volume nercent 

I Total vapor, including H2O Gases, exc1ud1n~ H2O 

y 1.1 11 ~I ~I Y !.J :§.I 

The Geysers, Larderello, The Geysers, Larderello Y-ll Mud Volcano Y-9, SortnR 
California Italy California Italv Mud Volcano, Yellowstone Norril', Norr1J1O 

(1), recalc. (2), recalc. Yellowstone vello\l!l'tone Yellowstone 

H.O I 98.045 98.08 

CO: 1. 242 1. 786 63.5 93.02 98.4 98.90 91'.5 97.40 

H2 0.287 -0.037 14.7 } <0.01 0.00 0.9 0.00 
1.92 

CH. 0.299 15.3 Tr. 0.10 0.1 0.20 

C:He 0.0 0.0 

1'2 
}0.069 

0.0105 
} 3.5 

0.54 0.8 
} 1.00 

5.1 
} 1.60 

A 0.013 0.08 

H2S 0.033 0.049 1.7 2.55 0 0.10 1.4 0.75 

NH, 0.025 0.033 1.3 1. 72 

H,BO) 0.0018 0.0075 0.09 0.39 

°2 ---- --- --- --- ~ --.9..:.QQ. -1.:.Q ~? 

Total 100.002 100.003 100.09 100.14 99.42 100.10 100.08 100.00 

l/Well 1, The Geysers (Allen and Day, 1927, p. 76). 

~/Average vapor from producing wells (Burgassi, 1964), recalculated from analysis in gm per kgm; 2,850,000 kg 
produced per hour; also contains 1 cm3 total rare gases per kg. 

1/Reca1culated from!( without H20. 

~/Reca1cu1ated from ~( without H20. 

~/Collected July 10, 1968, by R. O. Fournier, when hole was still open to 316 ft (table 3). 

~/Gas from same spring as anal. 5 of table 1 (Allen and Day, 1935, p. 86). 

I'Collected by R. O. Fournier, Sept. 18, 1969, and analyzed by D. Bvrd, U.S. Geol. Survey; gas separated from 
water; nearest drill hole to springs of anal. 8 and 9, table 1. 

:§.'Gas from unnamed acid-sulfate spring "near Congress Pool," perhaps Locomotive (table I, anal. 9). 
Allen and Day, 1935, p. 86, 469. 

Note: Reference to Table 3 in footnote 5 should read Table 4. 

cored and studied in much detail except in research 
drilling in Yellowstone Park (unpublished data). 

For similar geochemical reasons, most hot-water 
systems with subsurface temperatures of 1800 C or 
higher (White, 1967a) have hot springs or geysers 
that deposit sinter (amorphous silica precipitated on 
the ground surface by flowing hot water) .. \Vaters 
that deposit sinter nearly always have Si02 contents 
~ equivalent to a quartz-equilibra
tion temperature of 1800 C. Because the solubility 
of amorphous Si02 is so much higher than that of 
quartz, a quartz-saturated water at 1800 C must 
cool to about 70 0 C in order to precipitate amorphous 
silica. If the water becomes sufficiently concentrated 
in Si02 by evaporation, as on the borders of pools 
and in erupted geyser water, precipitation can occur 
at somewhat higher temperatures. 

The existence of sinter, as distinct from travertine 

(CaCOa) and siliceous residues from acid leaching, 
is evidence for a hot-water system with present or 
past subsurface temperatures of more than 180 0 C. 

Summary of Characteristics of Vapor
dominated ("Dry-steam") Systems 

The near-surface rocks of Larderello, Italy, an6 
The Geysers, California, are relatively tight and in
competent, and evidently do not permit large quan
tities of meteoric water to penetrate deep into their 
systems (vVhite, 1964). Even in these areas, how
ever, isotopic data indicate that most of the water i· 
of surface origin (Craig and others, 1956; Craig 
1963). 

Surface springs at The Geysers 4 typically haw 

4 "The Geysers" is an unfortunate misnomer. The arc:. 
has never had true geysers, which are restricted to the ho:
water systems (White, 1967a). 
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FIG. 1. Measured and calculated temperatures from The Geysers, Calif., with some theoretical curves. The reference 

boiling-point curve for pure water, curve A, differs in shape from its usual representation because of the logarithmic 
scale for depth. Note that curves Band Care temperatllre-deficieHt and prcssurc-dcficiClll relative to curve A. 

') 

/t" 
yery low discharge, totaling little more than 100 lpm 
(Allen and Day, 1927). J\Iost of the springs are 
strongly acidic (pH from 2 to 3). The few neutral 
springs (Table 1, anal. 1) have chloride contents 
of less than 2 ppm, similar to local rain water. 
A careful search of the creek that flows through the 
area was made on the chance that undetected chloride 
springs might be seeping into the creek (White, 
1957a, p. 1651). However, throughout an area of at 
least 30 square miles surrounding The Geysers, the 

surface and ground waters are no higher in chloride 
than normal cold streams. 

Chloride contents have not been included in re
ports on natural springs associated ,\'ith the original 
vapor-dominated Larderello fields, but available de
scriptions of spring activity, dominated by mud pots 
and fumaroles, suggest the presence of sulfate waters 
low in chloride. However, present springs are not 
low in pH (R. Cataldi, written commun., 1970), 
perhaps because of the neutralizing action of abun-
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dant NHa absorbed from the gases. Some springs 
and wells of the Carboli area just south of the 
vapor-dominated fields (Cataldi and others, 1969) 
contain some chloride (42.6 ppm. Table "1). Al
though this Cl content is not notably high, it is con
sistent with the abundant water and old travertine 
which suggest that Carboli is a hot-water system. 

In general where surface springs are all low in 
chloride and subsurface thermal waters are similarly 
low « 20 ppm) a vapor-dominated system is indi
cated. The Cl content of steam is normally less than 
1 ppm, but near-surface waters involved in conden
sation of the steam commonly contain a few ppm of 
Cl because. with little or np discharge, Cl can be 
selectively concentrated. 

Typical wells at Larderello (Burgassi, 1964) pro
duce dry or slightly superheated steam with 1 to 5 
percent of CO2 and other gases (Table 2, anal. 2). 
Liquid 'vater evidently occurs in some noncommer
cial wells on the borders of the fields. Shut-in well
head pressures in typical steam wells tend to in
crease with depth up to a maximum of about 32 
kg/cm2 (Penta, 1959; Burgassi, 1964). Increased 
productivity reported at greater depths evidently is 
not due to significantly higher initial pressures. Fer~ 
rara and others (1963) list the temperatures of two 
Larclerello wells as 251 0 C, but all other cited wells 
are 240 0 C or lower (depths not given). 

Typical wells at The Geysers also produce dry or 
superheated steam containing gases similar to those 
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in the Larderello field (Table 2, anaL 1), Pressures 
up to about 35 kg/cm2 were measured in the deeper 
wells (500 psi, Otte and DondanYilIe, 1968), but 
whether pressures were at the well-head or in-hole, 
and gage or absolute were not specified, 

Figure 1 shows the maximum temperatures mea
sured or calculated for individual shallow wells in 
The Geysers field, For a nriety of reasons each 
point is individually unreliable and is probably not 
identical with the original ground temperature at its 
plotted depth, Neyertheless, temperatures of shal
low wells « 350 m) do show a rather close rela
tionship to curve A, the reference boiling-point curve 
for hydrostatic pressure of pure wate~ A .few points 
plot above this curve, indicatinwres~tiThs above 
hydrostatic but below lithostatic, 

All of the early shallow wells at The Geysers were 
drilled in or near fumaroles, hot springs, and hydro
thermally altered ground that provided evidence of 
surface discharge of thermal fluids, Figure 1 sug

Table 3.--Pressures and temperatures in a two-phase 

reservoir in which steam is the continuous phase. 

Top of reservoir assumed to be 236'C 31,8 kg/cm2, 

and 360 m deep (from hydrostatiC bOiling-pOint curve). 

Depth Pressure, kg/cm 2 Temperature ·c 

meters (bottom hole) 

360 31.8 236.0 

500 32.0 236.1 

1,000 33.5 239,0 

1,500 34.3 240.3 

2,000 35.1 241.6 

Note: Second line of column .3 should read 236.3, 

gests, and our model (to be discussed) assut;J;l,!i~ tllc~t deep 'vater table are S110WI1 I' F' (T 1 C r 'd .,-1 f ' , ~.6 r .T'WA79 " n I",ure ,curve , 
lqt11."..!3}mson~~~J:~~\lJlk""L~JlJ&Jl.. This curve has an increasing slope with depth and all 

oMhe pore spaces; tl115 con den ~~W~:.lcL~ points on it are also deficient in pressure with respect· 
n~~:~l "vpr tpmnpr:1 tT lrec: :1l1r1 nres- 1 • . '""",,,$~-~~~~~ to externa water pressures, probably to depths of 
s~s 11 ~~"",fl1llds, !lfcN Itt 2,000 m or more below the water table, 
( 1963) concluded from other data that a near-surface J (1968) t d th t ' 't' I d , ,ames no e a 1111 la temperatures an 
zone IS water saturated; we support hIS general f th L d II t fi Id I " , pressures 0 e ar ere 0 seam e s were c ose 
conclusIons but dIsagree on the nature of the eVI- t th t t (236 0 C) d (31 8 doe empera ure an pressure , 

ence. , kg/cm2) of saturated steam of maximum enthalpy 
Although avaIlable data are scanty, temperatures (670 1/ 'd' t d F' 2) J d 

T G 
' , , ca gm; 111 Ica e on Ig. , ames reasone 

at he eysers Increase Irregularly WIth depth, ' " , 
1 bl I th h d t t

· b 'I' 't that enthalples up to thIS maxImum can be obtaIned 
pro)a y.n(T or near e v ros a IC 01 1I1<T-POIt1, , , , 

'" t -236 0 C ( d '" It1 undIsturbed steam reservOIrs by evaporatIon at a curve, UI . pera ures near an pressures ' 
32 k / 

2) tt' d 'th I I' It dd' subsurface water table, HIgher temperatures (and near 'g cm are a a1l1e WI on y s 10' 1 a 1- , 

tl'O I ' , t 'I I '" B f pressures) can exISt below but not at the water table, na 1I1creases approxlma e y a ong curve 0 ' 0 

fi e- r 1 tId d th I th S I I B k He reasoned that If saturated steam at 350 C and ",u e 0 exp ore ep s, n e up 1Ur an' 2 ' 

area of The Geysers (Otte and Dondanville, 1968),~.i~;,kg/cm , fO,r example, WIth an ~nthalpy of only 
about H km west-northwest of the oriO'inal field 612 caljgm (FIg, 2), formed deep In a system and 
wells ra~ge from 450 m to more than 2.000 m i~ rose up to levels of I?wer hy~rostatic pressur:, part 
depth and are remarkably uniform in temperature o,f the ste~m wO~lld Increase In enthalpy as It. co~
(close to 240 0 C) and in pressure (about 35 kg/ tInued to rIse w?lle th: rest would condense to hqUld 
cm2 ), as shown in Figure 1. Otte and Dondanville water and remaIn behInd, For a pure water system, 
state that "the fluid exists in the reservoir as super- this separation of liquid from vapor continues until 
heated steam," but the reported· temperatures and the pres,sure at maximum enthalpy is attained, 
pressures indicate approximate saturation, No spe- The enthalpy of saturated steam near its maxi-
cific data for individual wells are available, mum, however, is not very sensitive to changes in 

No data have been published to indicate that wells temperature and pressure (Fig, 2), James sug
in the central parts of any vapor-dominated field have gested that the top of a natural vapor-dominated 
penetrated a deep water-saturated zone or a water reservoir is likely to have a temperature near 236 0 C 
table. In such a penetration, in-hole pressures and a pressure near 31.8 kg/cm2 but that, because of 
should increase downward through the water-filled the weight of steam in a deep reservoir, the tempera
parts of shut-in wells instead of remaining near 32 ture near a boiling water table may be as much as 
kg/cm2• This evidently does occur in parts of the 240 0 C at a pressure near 34 kg/cm2

, Table 3 
Italian fields (R Cataldi, written commun" 1970), shows expected depth-related variations in tempera
but detailed relationships are not yet available. The ture and pressure of a pure water system in a homo
expected temperature-depth relationships below the geneous, vapor-dominated reservoir, 
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FIG. 3. Index map of Yellowstone National Park, Wyo
ming, showing location of Mud Volcano area and the major 
geyser basins. 

The scanty available data suggest that tempera
tures and pressures may exceed the limits suggested 
by James because of the effects of dissolYed salts and 
the partial pressures of other gases, In addition, 

see no lundamental reason why the 
supply may not form somewhat more steam than can 
escape at these pressures through available channels. 
In this paper we shall assume James' suggested 
range in temperatures and pressures as the most 
probable, but we emphasize that more precise data 
are essential in understanding the detailed character
istics of these systems. 

Recorded temperatures of the vapor-dominated 
reservoirs are significantly lo\ver than in some hot
,,'ater fields, which range up to 388 0 C (Mercado, 
1969). The Carboli field on the southern edge of 
the Larderello steam fields is notable in being the 
only described field in the Larderello region that 
produces more water than steam by mass and thus 
is a hot-water system. Its maximum temperature is 
ahout 300 0 C (Cataldi and others, 1969), which 
clearly exceeds all temperatures reported from the 
Yapor-dominated areas. 

The Mud Volcano Area, Yellowstone Park 

General Settillg.-The Mud Volcano area is lo
cated along the Y ellowstone ~ver about 8 km north 
of Yellowstone Lake (Fig. 3). Bedrock of the area 

is rhyolitic ash-flow tuffs erupted approximately 
600,000 years ago (R. L. Christiansen and J. D. 
Obradovich, 1969, \\Titten cammun.). Glacial gray
els and sands of Pinedale age (about 25,000 to 
12,000 years B.P.) mantle the bedrock except near 
the center of the area. 

Thermal actiyity in the Mud Volcano area consists 
almost entirely of vigorously bulJbling mud pots, 
acid-sulfate springs, and steam yents concentrated on 
north-northeast lineaments. Total discharge is only 
about 80 Ipm (Allen and Day, 1935, p. 58) from an 
area of 2~ km2 • There are no chloride-rich springs 
like those of the major geyser basins, even along the 
Yellowstone RiYer, which is the local base level for 
the water table of the area. Instead, acid-sulfate and 
nearly neutral bicarbonate-sulfate springs occur along 
the river (anals. 5 and 6, Table 1). A little silica 
is being deposited by evaporation from algal mats at 
two of these nearly neutral springs, and opal
cemented Holocene alluvium is common along the 
riverbanks. Although none of the present springs 
has enough silica to deposit hard sinter from flowing 
water on the surface (generally requiring at least 2-+0 
ppm SiO~), three small areas of old sinter occur as 
much as 3 m above riYer level. This indicates that 
sometime in the past 12,000 years silica-rich \vater, 
presumably also rich in chloride, discharged at the 
surface in the ?--1 ud V o1cano area. 

Acid-sulfate springs similar in discharge and chem
istry to the :-1 ud V oleano springs occur locally 
where H~S is abundant in high ground of the major 
Yellowstone geyser areas (anal. 9, Table 1). Ho\\"
eYer, in contrast to drill hole Y-ll in the r--Iud Vol
cano area (anal. 7, Table 1), all drill holes in the 
geyser basins tapped \vater rich in chloride and simi
lar to waters from the geysers and the principal 
flowing springs (anal. 8, Table 1). 

Y-ll was drilled by the U. S. Geological Survey 
at the north end of the 1\1 ud Volcano area. 75 m 
north-northeast of Old Sulphur Cauldron. Figure 
4 shows the locations of the hole and the "tree line." 
inside of which trees do not grow because tempera
tures are too high. Also sho\vn are two heat-flow 
contours mapped by snowfall calorimetry (\Vhite, 
1969). The 900 }lcal/cm2 sec (microcalories per 
sq em per second) contour is probably within 20 
percent of the existing total conductive and COl1\'ec
tive heat flow. This heat flow is about 600 times the 
world-wide average conelucti\'e heat flow of the earth 
(Lee and Uyeda, 1965). The 5,000 }lcal contour is 
less precisely located, but total heat flow obviously 
increases rapidly southeast from Y -11 elrill hole. 

N car-surface Ground Tempcraturcs.-Relation
.ships between heat flow, clepth, and temperature 
determined in shallow auger holes near Y -11 clarifl' 
some principles of major significance to the vapor 

F 
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FIG. 5. Temperature-depth curves in shallow auger holes 
in ground with dispersed upfiow of steam and other 
gases. 

dominated systems. Hole T -1 (Fig. 5) was angered 
on the Y-ll site just prior to drilling, and hole \V-I 
was augered 35 m to the southeast (Fig. 4). The 
near-surface temperature at any given depth in
creases abruptly to the southeast, correlating with 
increasing heat flow, 

Temperatures in \V -1 increased rapidly with depth 
to about ~ 111, \\'here they leveled off at 88.2 0 C. 
From 1.0 to 1.55 m there was no temperature change. 
Consequently, heat cannot be transferred by conduc
tion th~ough this interYal, and all heat that flows out 

0
0 

'" a: 
w 
f-
W 

ApprOXImate ground 
temperatures of Y-II 
prior to drilling 

at the surface must be transferred in steam and other 
gases through the no-gradient zone. Total heat flow 
at the surface of \V-l auger hole has not been mea
sured by snowfall calorimetry, but extrapolation of 
data on Figure 4 suggests a heat flow of perhaps 
10,000 !-,caljcm2 sec. 

The leveling off of temperatures in \V-l at 4.1 0 C 
below the boiling temperature of pure water (92.3 0 

C at this altitud.eJJs due to the high content of CO~. 
H 2S, and otl1(~f;g'd~g's in the rising vapor. The yapor 
pressure of water at 88.2 0 C is 491 mm of Hg, but 
the atmospheric pressure ayerages about 572 111m of 
Hg. Thus 14 percent of the total Yapor pressure 
results from the partial pressures of other gases. 
At a depth where the temperature is 85 0 C, 25 per
cent of the total pressure is due to residual gases 
(143 mm of 572 mm of total Hg pressure); simi
larly, 50 percent consists of other gases at 75 0 C, 
90 percent at 40 0 C, and 97.7 percent at 15° C. 

The depth at which the temperatures level off i~ 
dependent on the heat flux from below, the thermal 
conducti\'ity of the soil, the air-ground interface 
temperature, and the amount and nature of precipita
tion of the preceding few days or weeks. I f the rate 
of upflow of steam increases sufficiently, a suriact: 
fumarole is produced. If, in contrast, the rate oi 
upflow decreases, complete condensation occurs at a 
greater depth appropriate to the thermal conductivity 
heat fiow, and surface temperature. 

In the steam-gas mixture in 'vV -1 auger hole, nc 
steam condenses between a depth of 1.0 m and the 
bottom of the hole because of the absence of a tem-
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"[ .. 'ole 4.--Tcmperatures, preuurea. and ot.her data from Y-ll (Sulphur Cauldron) drill hole, !"Iud Volcano area, Yello ... ·stone :-;.[.10".&1 Park, \.'\'ot'Iing 
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112 .• } 
151.9 151.4 --

153.4 
151.4) 

151.9 
150.9 --

151.9 

.L~ 

l~l.J} 
1·1.6 

152.0 --

174.l 

l~:'. 7 

175.71 
>175.9 

176.1J 

191.4 
191.~} 
191.1 --

161.1} 
161.3 

161.4 --

~ 

.!1l.!! 

Cnderl1ned data considered mOllt reliable 

Depth to water Total pressure 
kg/em:? 

2.J 

2.3 

5.2 

4.9 

4.7 

!. .6 

0·) 

0.S5 

1.17 

1. Of:! 

2.05 

0·8 

3.5-3.6 

5.3 t.hen to 
4.1 
;.8 c.!o\oln to 
::'.9 

~.!O 

10.1 do .... 'n to 
'.0 

12.7[011.2 

5.3 

5.3 

5.4 
5.3 to 5.4 

>.0 

4.6 

3.2 to 3.5 

Comments 

Drilled to 6.1 1:1, s~t 4 in. c.a.sinJ.! • .and CeT.l.t'l1teo cn ~d~' l~; 
on cemt'nt at 2.0 m. temp. probably minimum. 

80 lIIin. after circulation ceased; ~ood water l(>vd 1 hr. 
<lfCrt' ci1'cul.)t10n ct'osed, 

DrHled lB.3 III; prcs!>ure all ~.1l'<. 

Do. 

Gil!> 01llv; 91·C at .... .1tt!r level. 

1.2 hr5. since circulation; could havt" ",rupted; dr1l1t'r.!. 
27.:' til 3 in. casioK and Ct"ml'ntt"d. 

On cemt'nt; tt'mpt'riltun' probably mini:::um. 

Drilit'd 41.8 m; lust circulation 31.2-41.8 m. 

C;,JS pressure from outs}Je rods. l.Sb k~/cm2 
ternnerdturt' at .... ater level inside rods 73"C. 

t0~circulation 41.'3-57.0 m; temp. 1-1/2 hrs, after 
circulation. > 

2.1 hrs. after circul.3tion. 

45 hr:>. after circul::ltion. 

~"'ater level fluctuating. 

3 hrs, af~r.r circul<1tioo. pre~sure fluctuating: .... atter 
dischargtd outside of rods; drHled 72.3 m. 

::a~ ~rt'!'lsurc; note temp. ~a.sJ:' sinefO ~!::lY ZOo Drilbed 
to 9J.o:::; t'rupted after pulling core; nearly all steat:l 
"fter r.:u.:h initial .... att'r. 

Tt' .... !}. I.e :;)in. after eruption; some ",·;tter .... ith st~4m at 
1. I k~/cm:':. 

Ledking s~t'arn at 7.8 k.:/crn:. then do .... n to ;. 9 k~/cCl:'. 
:.om", ... ·ater. 

Pr('s:;ure on side valve. outside drill rods. 

tcakin~ vapor only. 

Vapor and a lHtl!:." .... ater; drilling increasingly diff1cult 
>lCO 11':. \'iol('ot eruption dt 10~.7 m. initi.lllv much. .... Olter 
!drill ... ·.J.t~·i?:. th",n :~(lstly ste,am. . 

Ll'.:l!..llly,. vapor onl ... , [:r111 rods in hole a f~ feet off 
bottom; "'XilCt d",pth not noted. 

RcJs pulled, pumpin)o:. cold .... .Jtcr do""o outsid", reds throl,l.!;h
out. pressure .... ith open hole >27.1. m. Hanf! U? ilt about 
33.6 m. erupted to clear--po .... edul stearn eru?tion but little 
.... ater. 

:\ote major perm .. nt"nt c:han)o:.ell in tempe-ruture and pressure 
aft~r rodli out of hole. 

ThL'rmistor temt'L'rd(lIre scri~s ph.ttC'd on fi~. 6. Tempcro1.tur .. 
~cnL'rall~' stc.ldy and reproduciblt' d~~,""n to 8':'.1 m,flu.:tl,l.ating 
somewhat 3t hrcatL'r Jt.'Pths,up to ~"C at bottom (Q .. :d:::u:I is 
olottL-d) • 

R. o. :"ournil."r :tttempted to sample; filh·J \.lith varwr to 
c>;i5tin)o:. bott"m. • 

Blocked; no access to jo!t'eater depth,; no water to 39.0 m. 

Attemptin~ th('rmistor series; initial tt'mperature ..1t top 75·C, 
incrt'.35ing to 107°C .... ith It"ak.afote of ~.ls. Hole fil1eJ ""ith 
j::as to cave at 28.0 m just bela .... casin~; tht"r~istor t.:('dl"=ed 
and lost. Erupted gas. mud. and water. and collected water 
sample. 

Pumped in 5 sacks of cement at pressures up to 11.3 kg/ct:::l.2 • 

perature gradient. As steam rises above a depth of 
1 m, however, a little starts to f:ondense as a tem
perature gradient first becomes; evident. The gra-

dient increases upward as the surface is approached, 
so more water vapor can condense. The residual 
gases are progressively concentrated upward as H 20 
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is condensed, the velocity of upflow consequently de- ground, and at greater depths only about 50 percent 
creases, and a correspondingly smaller proportion of returned to the surface. Despite the apparent high 
the total heat is transported by water yapor. Con- permeability and loss of drill water, however, the 
yectiye transport of heat at the air-ground interface temperature of 151.90 C at 57.0 m depth is probably 
must be largely in the residual gases, but water reliable because it was repeated on successive clays 
vapor, even though a minor constituent, is still a with no disturbance by drilling. 
significant transporter of heat because of its high A temperature profile made in the open hole 17 
heat of vaporization (588 calJgm at 15 0 C), relative days after completion is shown on Figure 6 (curve 
to heat content of other gases. D). It differs greatly from the temperature profile 

The water vapor that condenses between 1.0 m obtained as drilling progressed. The temperatures 
and the surface at \V-l percolates downward against from 12.2 to 83.5 111 \vere almost constant, rising 
the flow of steam. The ground is unsaturated with only 20 or so, to 1530 C at 83.5 111. At greater 
liquid at the bottom of the auger hole and probably depths, rapid fluctuations of 10 to 50 were obserYed. 
to the local water table (2.3 m in Y -11 drill hole). These fluctuations were not clue to instrumental de
Below the water table at V"-I, pressures must exceed fects and were far too large and too rapid to be 
atmospheric, and temperatures probably rise along caused by only a vapor phase; coexistence of steam 
or near the hydrostatic boiling point curve of Fig- and water is thus indicated from 83.5 to 103.7 m. 
ure 6. _ The pressure of saturated st'eam at 1530 C is 5.3 

The near-surface temperature gradient in auger kg/cmz, which is very close to the measured \yell
hole \V-l of Figure 5 is much higher than in T-1, as head pressure, 5.4 kg/cmz. The temperature of 
we should expect from the heat-flow contours of' 158.20 C at 103.7 m, however, is not consistent with 
Figure 4. Projection of the T -1 gradient down\vard' the well-head pressure, unless liquid water was 
to the water table at 2.3 In snggests that temperatures present near the bottom of the hole. From drill 
were slightly below boiling at this depth. It appears records, \ye conclude that water was probably enter
that only a little \yater yapor and other gases were ing the hole from depths as shallow as 58 m or less, 
rising at the Y-ll site prior to drilling, and most while an upward flow of steam dominated the central 
heat was being transferred from the water table to part of the casing. Detailed relationships that ex
the ground surface by conduction. S'I.¢\" \,,\ Jv.\ isted during the thermistor mea.surements between 

Physical ~Meas1fre11lents Made During Drilling of ') 83.5 and 103.7 m cannot be deCIphered completely. 
Y-l1.-Data from Y-ll are summarized in Table 4 Evidently some steam was flowing in near 84.2 and 
and bottom-hole temperatures are plotted in Fi(J"ur~ 103.7 In. 'Water seeping down from higher levels 
6. The bottom-hole temperatures considered t~ be did not accumulate extensively but was either forced 
most reliable are connected by a solid line. :Much out into permeable walls or was evaporated by the 
effort was made to obtain reJiable data from Y-l1 as higher temperature steam. At shallow depths in the 
drilling progressed, in part because of the paucity of hole, horizontal and vertical temperature gradients 
such data from the large commercial yapor-dominated we:e so hign that most \vater vapor c;mdensed and 
systems. Because of the high cost of drillinrr and reSIdual gases were concentrated, as 1!1 auger hole 
other factors, available data from the com~ercial W-I. The condensed water trickled do\yn the walls 
systems are entirely restricted to completed wells, of the casing. 
and almost no data are obtained at shallow 'and inter- On several occasions during the drilling of Y -11, 
mediate depths as drilling progresses. we were unable to prevent the hole from erupting 

In the recent holes drilled in Yellowstone National for short intervals. The eruptions differed notably, 
Park, temperatures measured at each temporary bot- however, from those in holes in the hot-water sys
tom, just before resumption of drilling (generally terns ,of the geyser basins. In drill holes in per
after overnight shut-down of about 16 hours), meable rocks, with adequate water supply, and a 
provided reasonable approximations of pre-drilling temperature of 1600 C, for example, only 11 percent 
ground temperatures; they are far superior to tem- of the total liquid water vaporizes to steam when 
perature profiles measured in completed holes erupted (at constant enthalpy) to atmospheric pres
(White, Fournier, 1\1 uffier, and Truesdell, unpuh- sure (Fig. 2). The remaining 89 percent of the 
lished data). Measured bottom-hole temperatures in erupted mass is liquid; the large content of liquid 
Y-11, however, are less reliable than in the other water produces effects that are similar to those of the 
holes but are considered to be within a few degrees early stages of geyser eruptions. During an eruption 
of original ground temperature. At depths less than of Y-ll, however, the local supply of liquid water 
27.4 m, rapid drilling plus the setting of two strings was soon nearly exhausted and steam became com
of casing prevented acquisition of reliable data. From pletely dominant. We estimated that the steam was 
37.2 to 79.3 m, all drill water was lost into the associated with less than 10 percent of liquid water 
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hy ,,·eight. Although at no time did the hole dis
charge dry steam free of liquid water, we are confi
dent that a dry discharge would have occurred if the 
eruption had been permitted to continue or if the 
hole ha(l heen cased a little deeper. (The hole was 
·uncasecl below 27.4 m, and the bottom-hole tempera
tures indicate an original dominance of liquid water 
in pore spaces to depths of about 73 m; curves C 
and E, Fig. 6.) 

The pressure of 12.7 kg/cm2 measured in the drill 
rods on r-Iay 23 at the greatest drilled depth repre
,ents the approximate total pressure at the drill bit, 
assuming vapor-filled drill rods raised the usual 3 
to 41 m above bottom (1 to q. lengths of drill rods), 
and neglecting the weight of the vapor. If 3.7 111 off 
bottom is assumed, with liquid water filling the hole 
helO\\" the rods, tl{e _ca1.cu1ated bottom-hole pressure 
\\·as about 13.1 kg/cm2 (with a possible range from 
ahout 12.8 to 13.6 kg/cm2). The pressure at the 
bottom of an open hole 105.8 m deep and filled with 
water everywhere just at boiling should be 10.5 
kg/cm2

• Thus, the excess pressure above hydro
static was about 2.6 kg/cm2 or 25 percent. The fact 
that temperatures and pressures are higher than 
those of a simple hydrostatic control is important and 
must he consistent with any satisfactory general 
model of the vapor-dominated systems. 

Liquid-dominated and Vapor-dominated Parts of 
the System.-In Y-ll drill hole, water-saturated 
ground evidently extended from the water table at 
2.3 m dO\l,·n to a depth of about 73 m. At 72.2 m, 
the bottom-hole temperature measured 3 hours after 
drilling ceased was 154.5 0 C; 18 hours later it had 
dropped 3 0 C. vVe believe that this change was due 
to the cooling effect of drill water continuing to drain 
dO\m the hole and into channels that had formerly 
he en dominated by vapor. The pre-drilling ground 

/temperature probably was not attained at this drilled 
depth and was probably about 165 0 C (Fig. 6, curve 
E) ; flow of water down the hole prevented a normal 
temperature recovery. 

The hole was definitely in vapor-dominated ground 
at a depth of 93.4 m. At this depth an unanticipated 
eruption through the drill rods first discharged abun
dant drill water and then changed rapidly to wet 
steam with only traces of liquid water. Such a 
change in behavior is not particularly significant in 
tight rocks of a hot-water system when the water 
available for immediate eruption is exhausted; the 
behaYior is similar to that of a geyser as it changes 
from its main eruptive phase to a steam phase 
(\Vhite, 1967a)_ However, permeability was so 
high at all depths below 37 m in Y-ll that little or 
no drill water returned to the surface. Lack of per
meabilit:r clearly does not explain the observed erup
tive behavior; a limited supply :of available liquid 

'U'alcr provides the only reasonable alternative. If all 
lost drill water had remained in nearby permeable 
ground, the eruption likewise could no't have been 
so nearly elry. The drill water must have percolated 
do\\"n former vapor-filled channels to become un-
available in supporting the eruption. . / 

Forty-six days after completion of the hole, mea~ 
surements made by an in-hole sampling device 
(Fournier and Truesdell, 1970) demonstrated that 
the hole \\'as filled with vapor to 96.4 m, where ca\,-
ing had occurred. Presumably all drill water was 
then exhausted and all in flowing pore water from 
higher levels either evaporated completely or escaped 
downward through former vapor-filled channels. 

From these data we can conclude that vapor pres
sure in the hot core of the system l)elow about 76 m 
is now significantly above hydrostatic pressure (Fig. 
6) . Some vapor is being forced upward and out
ward into the cooler walls. The excess driving pres
sure above hydrostatic presumably is dispersed in 
overcoming the frictional resistance to flow of vapor 
along narrow channelways, which become increas
ingly clogged upward and outward with liquid \\"ater 
condensed from steam; some of the gases other than 
steam dissolve in this liquid condensate. If many 
large free-flowing channels vented to the surface as 
fumaroles and mud volcanoes, the high vapor pres
sures in excess of hydrostatic obviously could not be 
maintained. 

Another factor that may be of major importance 
in impeding the escape of vapor is the formation of 
montmorillonite and kaolinite, which are the domi
nant alteration products in rocks and fracture fillings 
of Y -11 drill core from about 15 to 58 m. ?-lont
morillonite and kaolinite also occur sporadically at 
greater depths but are generally less abundant than 
other hydrothermal minerals and unaltered rock sili
cates. The condensed steam is saturated with CO. 
and other gases from the rising vapor. This car= 
bonatecl water, represented by analyses 6 and 7 of 
Table 1, is highly effective in altering feldspars and 
other silicates to clay minerals, and in leaching cat
ions from the rocks. ,Pnite is also relatively ilhwJ
dant through the same general interval. from 18 1:,Q 

61 m, but is sporadic at greater depth~. lIIuch sulfide 
from the rising H 2S evidently dissolYes in the con
densate and becomes fixed, combining with Fe oi 
!.be rocks -

The hot vapor-dominated core of the system evi
dently is not sharply separated by a single fluid 
interface from the cooler liquid-dominated walls. 
\Ve conclude that, in the core of the system, the 
largest fractures and open spaces are mostly or 
entirely filled with vapor but open spaces of similar 
dimensions in the margins of the system are largely 
filled with liquid water, except for dispersed clays 
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and vapor bubbles that sporadically rise through the 
water .. 

have some permeability. Because of thermal expan
sion and resulting decrease in pensity of the heated 
water, a hot-'water convection system is then initiated. 
1\'1ost rocks seem to be sufficiently permeable to per
sist as hosts for hot-water systems; the rate of flow 
of water remains high enough and the supply of con
ducted heat below the circulation system remains low 
enough for most of the water fl~\\"ing through the 
system to remain liquid. Near-surface temperatures 
in the hotter systems, how eyer, are high enough for 
some boiling to occur as the water rises to intersect 
the boiling point curve (A of Fig. 6). The depth 
where boiling first occurs in the rising water depends 
mainly on the temperature of the water. 

General Model of Vapor-dominated Geothermal 
Systems 

A yapor-dominated geothermal system must nor
mally gevelop from water-saturated rocks. This 
statement may be unconvincing for young volcanic 
rocks (how do we know that such rocks \vere ever 
water-saturated?) but is irrefutable for old marine 
sediments that are now far below the regional water 
table, as in Tuscany and The Geysers. A new re
gime is initiated with the introduction of a local 
potent source of heat at depth (probably a body of 
magma). 1\1 uch heat is transferred via conduction 
and circulating water into surrounding rocks that 

l\Iany hot-\vater systems are to a major extent 
self-regulating. "With more heat flow, the upflowing 
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EXPLANATION 

: Rising vapor liquid Gradationol boundary between vapor-

t • .t Liquid water, generally descending 

t t Heat flow by rock conduction 

1t 1} Heat flow by convection in vapor 

......u....... .......u....... dominated zone and nearly liquid-
va por saturated ports of t he system 

o 
Limits of other zones 

Zones and other features described 
in text 

FIG. 7. Model of dynamic vapor-dominated geothermal reservoir surrounded by water-saturated ground. The most ,',:
nificant parts of the model, inward and downward by number, are: 4) zone of conductive heat flow; 3) zone oi <,1-

densation of steam (conductive and convective heat flow equally important); 11) main vapor-dominated reservoir, ,,:,h 
CO!1Ycctive upflow of heat in steam in larger channels, and downflow of condensate in small pores and fractures (suri",·e 
tension effects); 9) deep zone of convective heat transfer, probably in brine; 10) deep zone of conductive heat j" .\\. 
(too hot for open fractures to be maintained). Other features are discussed in text. 
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\\"ater becomes hotter and lower in density and vis
cosity; the pressure drive for recharge increases, and 
the increased rate of through-flow removes most of 
the additional heat. This self-regulation, however, 

"may be limited by insufficient permeability. 
\\,ith sufficiently potent heat supply or, for any 

reason, a decreasing rate of recharge of water, a hot
\Yater system of limited permeability may start to 
boil off more water than can be replaced by inflow. 
/\. ,'afar-dominated sj'stem then starts to form. Di
rect evidence for the assumed initial dom;mJJ1ce of.. 
l1;]uid water is lacking for the major vapor-dQminated 
S\'st~ Hot-spring sinter constitutes the clearest 
~dence, and is so interpreted for the :Mud Volcano 
system. However, sinter is deposited only from very 
hot water that flows so rapidly to the surface that 
little Si02 precipitates en route. In addition~ 
eErly hot-water stalie of these systems of high beat 

flow and low permeability is likely to lmre beep l}fjei 
and their thin sinter deposits (if any) are likely to 
be destroyed by erosion. 

Figure 7 is our tentative general model of a well
denloped vapor-dominated system. Different parts, 
discussed below, are keyed by number on the figure. 

(1) Fluids that discharge at the surface provide 
much of the evidence for a vapor-dominated system. 
Fumaroles (1a) are generally at temperatures near 
surface boiling or somewhat lower. High-chloride 
springs are completely absent; associated springs and 
mud pots are generally acid, high in sulfate, and low 
in discharge (such as Ib of Fig. 7, and anals. 2 and 
5, Table 1), and they deposit little if any sinter. 
Surrounding ground may be bleached and lacking in 
vegetation. Some springs not so strongly influenced 
by oxidation of H 2S (or containing enough NHs 
absorbed from gases) are nearly neutral in pH and 
are dominated by bicarbonate and sulfate without 
much chloride (Ie, Fig. 7, and anals. 1 and 6, 
Table 1). 

(2) Zone 2 lies between the ground surface and 
the water table.5 Where hot enough, steam and other 
gases rise above the water table, as in auger hole 
\V-l of Figure 5. At the water table heat transfer 
is nearly all convective, but as the temperature gra
dient increases upward and water vapor condenses, 
near-surface heat transfer becomes largely conductive. 

(3) Zone 3 inhibits the free escape of rising vapor. 
The zone is nearly saturated with liquid water de
rived largely from condensing steam rich in CO 2• 

l\Iontmorillonite and kaolinite form by reaction of this 

51n sands and gravels the water table is easily recognized. 
In clays, however, the water table is poorly defined, hut we 
consider it to be the level at which water is maintained in a 
shallow open hole. The zone of saturation can rise as much 
as 10 m above this level, owing to surface tension in the 
clays. Hydrostatic pressure increases ,downward only below 
the water table as defined in the operi hole. 

CO 2-saturated condensate with rock silicates. Clay 
minerals and condensed water clog most pore spaces 
and channels, impeding but in many places not pro
hibiting the escape of residual uncondensed gases. 
Temperatures in this zone may be similar to those 
along the hydrostatic reference curve A of Figure 6. 
Near major channels of upflowing steam (3a, Fig. 
7), temperatures and pressures are somewhat above 
hydrostatic, and conductive heat flow and condensa
tion of steam are consequently high; at least part of 
the condens.c,te is swept upward to the water table or 
to surface springs, mud pots. and mud volcanoes. 
A crude steady-state rate of up flow is determined 
by pressure gradients, dimensions of the channels, 
strength of \vallrocks, and impedance provided by 
condensate and suspended clays. Other parts of 
zone 3 (3o, Fig. 7) are dominated by downflowing 
condensate and some surface water, with tempera
tures that are likely to be somewhat lower than those 
along reference curve A of Figure 6. As tempera
ture gradients in general increase outward and up
ward through zone 3, more of the heat of vaporization 
in the rising steam can be transferred by conduction, 
so water vapor is continuously condensing and the 
rate of mass flow of vapor therefore decreases up
ward. A part of the heat in rising vapor is trans
ferred through local horizontal gradients to heat the 
downward-percolating condensate, which must ab
sorb heat as it descends into hotter ground. The 
dashed line bounding the outer part of zone 3 marks 
the gradation in mode of heat transfer from domi· 
nantly convecti~~ dominantly conductive. 

The lower '1~ift (jr "pinch-out" of zone 3 is at a '? 
depth where the hydrostatic pressure of water in the ., 
reservoir margins exceeds the total Yapor ~f 
~nd gases m the reservoir. Be\o\::.,~hjs ~Jth, . 
vapo~ can no longer effectively pene~eXhere~r\~ 
margm. 

\Vells drilled into parts of zone 3 may produce 
liquid dominantly, but if drilled and cased into deeper 
parts they probably yield wet steam and some ,vater 
when first produced (as in Y -11 drill hole). If an 
un cased section of hole intercepts channels of upflow
ing steam and zones of cooler down flowing conden
sate, the temperature and pressure of the steam will 
commonly dominate the hole. This occurred in Y-11 
below 72 m. 

( 4) Zone 4 is characterized mainly by conductive 
heat flow, with heat being supplied from condensing 
steam within zone 3. \!Vells bottomed in zone 4 may 
fill with water, and may erupt hot water and some 
steam, but discharge rates are likely to be low and 
the wells noncommercial. 

(5) Representative channels of intermediate-level 
recharge are deep enough at points of entry for 
hydrostatic pressure to exceed the vapor pressure of 
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92 WHITE, MUFFLER, AND TRUESDELL I 
about .31 to .35 kg/cm2 in the main reservoir (zone greater than that of liquid water, and specific flow 
11). resistance of a two-phase mixture is greater than a 

Channels of inflow tend to be enlarged by solution 1 inear combination \yould indicate (1. G. Donaldson 
of SiO z as the inflowing water is heated by conduc- and Gunnar BodYarsson, oral commU!1., 1970). Be
tion (indicated by heat-flow arrows in Fig. 7). cause of eyaporative concentration by boiling and 
Channels are diminished, however, by deposition of because of decreasing temperature, quartz and other 
CaCOa and CaS04 , which are rather unusual in minerals are now deposited, further impeding the 
decreasing in solubility with increasing temperature flo\\' of the t\\"o-phase mixture. The result of all of 
(see, for example, Holland, 1967). In all rocks these processes is to decrease the rate of recharge 
with recharge waters relatively high in CaCOz and through the deeper channels. 
CaSO., channel permeabilities are especially likely (8) The deep subsurface water table recedes as 
to decrease rather than increase with time. These long as the heat supply is sufficient for net loss of 
considerations may be important in understanding liquid \yater and vapor from the system to exceed 
Larderello, which involves anhydrite-bear~ng lime- net inflow (\Yater table shown in Fig. 7 is horizontal, 
stone and shales, and The Geysers, whe~~c lavas but it may be very irregular in detail). As mentioned 
and serpentine are associated with graywacke and aboye, recharge tends to decrease with time as re
shale. _. II, ~ .-- ~ sistance to flow of H 20 through individual channels 

(6) Zone ~ists ·of reservoir-u1argins wher increases. As the water table recedes and liquid 
temperatures decrease toward the reservoir. The\ water in the reservoir is largely replaced by vapor 
depth of the top of zone 6 is not easily predicted. at nearly constant pressure throughout the reservoir, 
If there were no cOlwective heat flow, the depth \ the driying pressure on the deeper channels of inflow 
would be near that of the 240 0 C isotherm of the ! increases, offsetting in part the increasing impedances. 
original conductive gradient from the surface to the \ A crude steady state may be attained in some sys-
magma chamber. If 600 0 C is assumed at 4 km, tems, especially as rate of heat flow eventually starts ..J. 

for example, and the rocks are homogeneous, 240 0 C to decline. -
\yould be at 1.6 km depth. The development and (9) With time, if not initially, the water boiling 
downward penetration of the main vapor-dominated 1 below the deep water table becomes a brine as re
reservoir as e..'\:cess pore water is vaporized result in charging \Yater boils off and as dissolved substances 
extensiye convective modifications of temperature of low volatility are residually concentrated. Vapor 
that greatly change the relationships. Convective from brine is superheated with respect to pure water 
cooling from downflowing meteoric \vater increases at the same pressure. Steam boiling from 25 percent 
this depth, and a shallower intrusion at higher tem- NaCl brine at .35 kg/cm2

, for example, is superheated 
perature decreases it. These reservoir margins con- by about 12 0 C with respect to saturated steam and 
tain channels of in flowing water at pressures that are pure \yater (254 0 vs 242 0 C, Haas, 1970). The 
close to hydrostatic and much greater than ,....,33 kg/ critical temperature of a salt solution increases above 
cm~ of the reservoir. Sharp pressure and tempera- that of pure water (3740 C) as salinity increases; 
ture gradients decreasing toward the reservoir must that of a 1 percent NaCl solution is about .384 0 C 
therefore exist in zone 6. In contrast to zone 3, heat (Sourirajan and Kennedy, 1962, p. 134) ; that of a 
is transmitted through zone 6 by conduction (and: 10 percent solution is about 480 0 C; and that of 

1 inflowing H 20) to the reservoir. The temperatures a 25 percent solution is about 675 0 C. Thus, brine 
I ~f zo.n. e .6 .grade dowll\vard .into, and arcI11aintained can be a very effective agent for convectve transfer 
\EY conduction from zQne 19,/ . -~ of heat and dissolved matter at temperatures mucl~ 

-VYCha,r111els of in flowing water are narrowed by above 374 0 C. Note that 'Figure 7 has no vertka. 
precipitation of calcite and anhydrite as zone 6 is scale; me depth of zone 9 may be 1,000 m or more 
approached; clogging of channels by these minerals and through all or most of this depth, pressures an 
of decreasing solubility may be offset entirely or in lowe1" than hydrostatic pressures outside the systen 
part by solution of quartz, which increases in solu- ("Fig. I, cun'e C, increases downward in slope). 
bility :l.S long as the liquid water continues to rise in (10) Conductive heat flow from the magma pre 
temperature. At the outer edge of zone 6, however, dominates deep under the reservoir where rock plas 
pressures and temperatures in the recharge channels . ticity due to increasing temperature preYents th 
attain their maxima; with further flow toward the maintenance of open channels. On the outer mar
resen'oir, boiling commences and temperature de- gins of zone 10 "'here convective disturbance is n(;" 
clines as the pressure drops to that of the reservoir. so severe, conductive heat flow predominates t· 
The fluid in these channels is now a two-phase mix- higher le\'els than uneler zone 9, grading up"I;'ar,; 
ture of steam and water. Specific ·resistance to flow . without distinct boundaries into zones 6 and 4. Tk 
(resistance per unit of mass) of steam is much ; amount of convective circulation may eventually de 
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crease beneath the yapor-dominated reserYoir by 
decreased permeability from deposition of minerals, 
and possibly as a stable salinity gradient becomes 
established. 

11) The main vapor-dominated reservoir contains 
liquid water alld vapor coexisting, except possibly 
in major channels of steam discharge and locally just 

Table 5.--Saturation temperatures of water calculated 

for ideal steam-gas mixtures at constant vapor 

pressure, 31.8 kg/cm2• 

Percent Percent Pressure, Saturat:ion 

above the brine water table. Steam and other gases steam other gases kg/cm2 temp •• ·C 
rise in the largest channels where resistance to flow b,-\~....:Ii:..:~~..::' ...:;, __ --''o''''''t\...>I .... i>ii...:.\'-, ____________ _ 

is lowest. Steam starts to condense on the outer 
borders of the reservoir and continues to condense 
from all vapor escaping into zone '3, where tempera
tures decrease outward and provide a thermal gradi
ent for conductive transfer of the heat of vaporization 
of steam. The condensate from zone 3 percolates 
down into the resen'oir, favoring narrow channels 
and pore spaces between mineral grains because of 
surface tension and the lower specific resistance to 
flow of liquid water relative to steam. 

Edwin Roedder (personal commun., 1970) has 
suggested that our model for vapor-dominated sys
tems is similar in many respects to recently-devel
oped remarkable devices that have been called "heat 
pipes" (Eastman, 1968). These devices may be 
"several thousands of times more efficient in trans
porting heat than the best metallic conductors." They 
consist of a closed chamber with inside \valls lined 
by a capillary structure or wick, and saturated with 
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9.5 176.8 

3.2 134.7 

1.6 113.0 

0.3 68.0 

a volatile fluid. Heat is transferred by vapor from some steam can condense and other gases are residu
the hotter to the cooler end, where the vapor con- ally concentrated. Pressure of the remaining water 
denses. The liquid condensate returns by capillary yapor requires lower saturation temperatures, as 
action to the evaporator section; temperature grad i- shown in Table 5. This table suggests that tempera
ents in the pipe may be extremely low. The top end tures in isolated parts of the reservoir differ little 
may be the hotter, with capillary return of liquid (to from 236 0 C until the residual gases are enriched 
some limited height) being opposed by gravity. Our above 5 percent. With higher residual lias contents, 
natural "heat pipes" are not completely closed sys- tempeGltme ;;radients and conductive heat flow in-
tems, and their depth has no theoretical limit because crease. . 
gravity assists rather than opposes the return flow - The above-described relationships may explain the 
of condensate. relatively high pressures and low temperatures of 

Parts of the subsurface reservoir such as lla of the vapor-dominated fields of Bagnore and Piancas
Figure 7 may be isolated from direct outflow of tagnaio near l'donte Amiata (Burgassi and others, 
vapor and may be representative of parts of the 1965; Cataldi, 1967). Initial pressures were 22 to 
Larderello and The Geysers systems that have no 40 kg/cm2 and gas contents of the vapor were as 
apparent direct discharge in fumaroles. ~e3 high as 96 percent, but reported temperatures did 
throughout the reservoir are controlled primarily,))}' 't. not exceed about 1500 C (Burgassi, 1964; Burgassi 
the total Yapor pre.ss_u_re at the boiling water table, and others, 1965; Cataldi, 1967). Pressures and gas 
modIfied by frictional resistance to the upward flow contents of the vapor decreased rapidly with pro- . 
of vapor and by the \\'eight of the vapor. Near the dnction. CJl'v.'\ ~ 
to.£ of th~r!;servoir the vaj20r may b~~~- Similar reasoning indicates that high contents oJ \ 1,\'l..Q.M. 
riEhe? il~= CO., ftS l andoil1~~~t gas in vapor coexisting with liquid water at a tem- j:'-1 
flttShctl otltorthe SYS~s actively as ne~~ perature near that of the ma:'{imu111 enthalpy of steam VII J 
of~~-;:eser~iUll). Much water vapor can result in total vapor pressure significantly above 
cOi1(Jenses below the~lf<5tlndary of the vapor-domi- 31.8 kg/cm2 at 236 0 C (Table 6). These data indi-
nated reservoir near 11a. In contrast to the flushed cate that, as contents of other gases increase in the 
part of the main reservoir, significant thermal gradi- vapor phase at constant temperature of liquid and 

~ ents exist in the poorly flushed parts. !Consequently, vapor, total pressures must increase. The least----

t N>- "]"">- CPh~~l.. ~.c vvr. v,~ ~ ,~~ 
W/VY\f(" (~. ~/\ UN-~"r~~) ~ . 
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Table 6.--Total vapor pressures of stearn-gas 

mixtures coexisting with liquid water at 236·C 

Vol. percent H20 Pressure Total 

gas in pressure other gases, pressure, 

vapor kg/cm2 kg/cm2 kg/cm2 

0 31.8 0 31.8 

1 31.8 0.3 32.1 

2 31.8 0.7 32.4 

5 31.8 1.7 33.5 

10 31.8 3.5 35.3 

20 31.8 7.9 39.8 

50 31.8 3i.8 63.6 

K ote: Pressures 32.4 and 39.8 in column 4 should read 
32,5 and 39.7 respectively. 

actively flushed extensions of The Geysers field that 
ha\'e recently been discovered are likely to have 
higher gas contef:~s. a.nd initial pre~,:rre,lhan the 
original field. ~.''''':J~:t:, ~~",~L., ~ r""'r 

Table 6 also "fuggests a ~ssible triggering mecha
nism for some hydrothermal explosions and phreatic 
eruptions (Muffler and other, 1970) in gas-rich hot
spring and volcanic systems where escape of vapor 
and flushing of residual gases are inhibited by bar
riers of low permeability. Local accumulatons of 
gas-rich vapor can attain pressures that exceed hy
drostatic and perhaps even lithostatic, finally result
ing in rupture and explosive eruption. 

The tentative model described above has additional 
support from thermodynamic calculations and com
parison of actual production data \vith production 
predicted on the basis of our model (manuscript in 
~ We are hopeful th~ 
prove to be of value in predicting the behayior of 
individual wells, in detecting interference between 
wells, in detecting inhomogeneities within the reser
voir, in calculating reserves of steam in the original 
vapor-dominated reservoir, and in detecting a major 
influence by increased boiling below the \vater table 
as a result of declining reservoir pressures. 

Speculations Relating Vapor-dominated Systems 
and Ore Deposits 

Some mercury deposits may have formed in the 
upper parts of vapor-dominated systems. \\" e also 
suggest, more tentatively, that porphyry copper de-

posits may have formed in the deep brine zones 
hypothesized to underlie vapor-dominated reservoirs 

M crwry Dc posits.-Many mercury deposits ap
pear to have formed near the surface in relatively 
recent time. Furthermore, mercury deposits occur 
on the periphery of two active yapor-dominated geo
thermal systems: The Geysers in California and 
:\Ionte Amiata in Italy (White, 1967b; Dickson and 
Tunell, 1968). Recent geothermal exploration for 
extensions of The Geysers field disclosed dry steam 
2} km to the \\"est under the Buckman mercury 
mines. Other wells yield dry steam near Anderson 
Springs, only 11 km from the Big Chief and Big 
Injun mercury mines (\Vhite, 1967b), which are 
10 km southeast of the original steam field. A num
ber of other mercury mines in the district are within 
3 km of steam wells. 

Vapor-dominated systems of high gas content, pre
viously discussed, have recently been discoyered from 
3 to 10 km south and southwest of the major :l\lonte 
Amiata mercury mine (Burgassi and others, 1965; 
Cataldi, 1967), the largest Italian mercury deposit. 
No vapor-dominated reservoir has been found to 
prove a genetic relation to the mercury deposits, 
although abnormally high temperatures (63 0 C at 
440 m depth) and notable concentrations of CO 2 and 
HzS characterize these Italian deposits (\Yhite. 
1967b). Dall'Aglio and others (1966) have shown 
that mercury occurs in anomalous amounts (> 1 
ppm) in stream sediments in and around the Larde
rello-Monte Amiata fields. The anomalies in some 
stream drainages may be related to specific mercur; 
deposits, but many clearly are not. These wide
spread anomalies ·instead seem more directly relatec: 
to the geothermal fields and their broad anomalies i, 
temperature gradient (Burgassi and others, 196~ 
Fig. 7). 

Krauskopf (1964) has emphasized the high vol~ 
tility of mercury, which proyides an attractive mech~ 
nism for separating this metal from most other 
The yapor-dominated geothermal systems, as Y 

now understand them, provide a mechanism for sha.\ 
low, moderately high temperature vapor-phase sel' \l.. 
ration of mercury from other metals. Mercury \ 5 

known to occur in vapor from The Geysers steaM 
field (White, 1967b, p. 590, and unpub. data), 8 ",d 
large mercury anomalies have been found in Yellow 
stone Park in muclpots of the l\Iud Volcano area a~ 
elsewhere. that are maintained by steam flow ~J\J 
condensation (\V. W. Vaughn, U. S. Geol. SurY«'Y. 
written commun" 1969). Especially attractiYe is the 
possibility that Hg and HzS dissolve in the steom 
condensate of zone 3 of our model (Fig. 7), preci ,i
tating as HgS as temperature decreases and as ; ,e 
pH of the condensate increases from reaction \\ ,h 
silicates. 
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\\'e do not claim that all mercury deposits form in 
this way. The Sulphur Bank and Abbott mines east 
of The Geysers, for example, are associated with 
discharging thermal chloride waters that may be, 
'respectively, metamorphic and connate waters being 
forced out of their source rocks by lithostatic pres
snre (White, 1957b, 1967b). During peak minerali
zation at high temperatures, similar water was almost 
certainly being discharged, perhaps with more abun
dant vapor than now. 

Porthyry Copper Detosits.-The possibility that 
porphyry copper deposits may be forming in the zone 
of boiling brine below Yapor-dominated systems 
(zone 9 of Fig. 7) should be tested in these systems 
by looking for copper minerals in core and cuttings 
from the deepest drill holes. The model provides 
attractive possibilities for explaining many aspects 
of these deposits: 

tents of alkali and calcium chlorides, water can re
main liquid at temperatures as high as those of the 
magma body. Copper and other metals could be de
rived from the local porphyries, a larger underlying 
magma chamber, and from surrounding rocks. 

5. The return flow of condensate through the 
vapor-dominated resen'oir is relatively dilute. but is 
normally saturated in SiO~ (with respect to quartz, 
-J.-J.O ppm at 240 0 C, Fournier and Rowe, 19(6). 
Reevaporation of this water may account for much of 
the abundant hydrothermal CJuartz of porphyry cop
per deposits. 

6. Condensate from the discharge areas of \"apor
dominated systems is high in sulfate. Some and 
perhaps much of this condensate may drain down-
ward to the deep water table and account for the 
abundant anhydrite of many porphyry copper de-
posits. 

7. The most commonly quoted range in depth for 
1. Recent isotope studies (Sheppard, Nielsen, an.d the tops of porphyry copper deposits is from 1,000 

Taylor, 1969) demonstrate that water of meteonc to 3,000 meters (Lowell and Guilbert, 1970). The 
origin probably is domiD~nt I,&vet" water ... of..., other shallower depths seem too low for attaining the indi-.. d' . r \("\,lL, (A'tV-Cl+ l,'Vl U""", • 
ongms urmg mmera IzatlOl1 5 ages. cated temperatures and salinities, but may be possible 

1tW1.. q+z 
l"'~ ~Ll 
h<-- c''''''\J' 
Qs.. 401.0 ik.R. 
IN c.~ 'bl.o ~ 

2. Temperatures of filling of fluid inclusions are in a brine below a shallow vapor-dominated reser
most commonly above 250

0 

C and exceptionally \'oir ('Fig. 1, curve C, can be at shallower as well as 
range up to 725 0 C (Edwin Roedder, oral and greater than plotted depth). 
written commun.). The salinities of many inclusions 8. If porphyry copper deposits \vere indeed formed __" 
are exceedinglyhigh,probably ranging up to 60 per- at depths of 1,000 to 3,000 meters, jL~e ~\;'~\\.n\':' 
cent of total fluid by \veight. However, many inc1u- water of the ore fluids is of surf~in, as indi~ 
sions are largely vapor, probably indicating boiling cated by isotopes, and if near-magmatic temperatures 
of the saline fluid at the time of entrapment. and excess heat flow were maintained close to the 

3. Fluid relationships and the geologic setting of surface for thousands of years, some type of hydro
Copper Canyon, N eYada, are considered to be gen- thermal activity must have characterized the then
erally similar to porphyry copper deposits 0· T. existing ground surface. Hot-water systems are 
Nash, written commun., 1970). Extensiye fluid- numerically far more abundant than vapor-dominated 
inclusions studies by Nash and Theodore (1970) systems, and may be the surface expression of some 
demonstrate that a) temperatures are most commonly kinds of ore generation (\Vhite, 1967b, 1968a), but 
in the range of 315 0 to 375 0 C; b) salinities of the dissolved salts are dispersed by discharging water, 
ore fluids are commonly in the order of 40 percent (or and extreme salinities are not ordinarily attained. 
higher, if CaCI2 is abundant), with highest salinities The highest salinity yet known in active hot-water 
in and near the porphyry intrusion and with lower systems is about 25 percent, characterizing both the 
salinities (2 to 15 percent) in peripheral gold-bear- Salton Sea and the Red Sea geothermal brines 
ing deposits; c) yapor bubbles were trapped in many (\Vhite, 1968a). Chemical evidence indicates 
inclusions, demonstrating the prevalence of boiling strongly that the high salinities of these two systems 
or near-boiling conditions. The copper deposits 'are result from the solution of NaCI-rich e\"aporites. 
largely dispersed in the intruded rocks adjacent to \Ve doubt that evaporites are also i11Yoh'ed in the 
the porphyry, and thus are within the spectrum of generation of all porphyry copper deposits; some 
deposits that have been called porphyry copper de- other mechanism for attaining extreme salinity is 
posits (Lowell and Guilbert, 1970). indicated. Our proposed mechanism for residual 

4. High-salinity brines can develop from residual concentration of salts by boiling below vapor-domi
concentration of dilute (or saline) recharge \vater, nated systems is a feasible and attractive possibility. 
providing a satisfactory system for transferring heat, 9. The postulated water below a vapor-dominated 
metals. sulfur and CO2 from the large magma body reservoir may be characterized by high positive tem
that presumably underlies the small multiple porphyry perature and salinity gradients extending downward 
intrusions of most deposits. The c~itical temperature from the deep water table (Fig. 1), thereby provid
of water increases with salinity; \vith sufficient con- ing a favorable environment for upward transport and 

'\-9 'S" vJ.~ l ~ ~,-<VJ~t r.,-;-~ ~-JY\ ~( 
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into the vapor-dominated reservoir. Pyrite and cin
nabar are likely to be characteristic' of the zone of 
condensation (zone 3), and pyrite can also form 
within the reservoir (zone 11) by reactions involv
ing HzS and Fe of the rocks. However, pyrite is 
likely to be much more abundant below the brine 
water table. Thus, where the original upper limit 
of copper mineralization and the level of the former 
brine water table are exposed in the present topog
raphy, the water table may be indicated by. an " 
anomalous upward decrease in supergener0Xidatl~ 
where pyrite was initially so scarce. 
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